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A pit bull is removed from a Detroit home by police after it mauled a 3-w eek-old baby girl w ho died of her injuries, on Oct. 4.

Jarrad Henderson/Detroit Free Press/AP Photo

This Saturday in Tucson, Arizona, Pit Bull Awareness Day will commemorate the victims of dangerous dog attacks. It will be a
heartfelt, but modest affair. Those sympathetic to the (mostly) children and elderly who have been mauled, maimed and killed by
fighting dogs are not as well-funded or obsessive as those infatuated with the breed responsible for these tragedies.
The pit bull advocacy movement (PBAM) never sleeps in its campaign to portray pit bulls and their close genetic kin as normal dogs
unjustly maligned through media bias. In challenging breed bans, their spokespeople are well-versed in the discourse of civil and
human rights (“racism,” “discrimination,” “profiling,” “genocide”). The result is widespread acceptance of the seductive dogma of
“multicaninism”: There are no intrinsically dangerous breeds, just “bad owners.”
Even brilliant thinkers are susceptible to this specious category crossover. Malcolm Gladwell’s pit bull defence in The New Yorker,
later incorporated into his book, What the Dog Saw, argued that profiling dogs indirectly sanctions racial profiling. But to conflate linebred dogs — the epitome of the eugenically constructed stereotype — with naturally evolved humans is intellectually untenable and
insulting to African-Americans.
Major dog-industry stakeholders — breeder associations, veterinarians’ associations and humane societies — all toe the multicaninist
line, even though they know, and often privately acknowledge, that it is pit bull genetics — their inbred high prey instinct and
impulsive aggression — rather than “bad owners” that account for a huge number of pit bull euthanasias a year in North American
shelters. A litany of “good owners” and their children, mauled or killed by their “loving” pit bulls, quashes the multicaninist mantra.
Nevertheless, multicaninism is the prevailing wind in dog policy sails. Edmonton’s councillors just voted to repeal their 25-year ban on
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pit bulls. And a private-member’s bill to repeal Ontario’s 2005 ban gathered bipartisan momentum before the House was prorogued
last week.
In his newly-published memoir, 28 Seconds, former Ontario attorney-general Michael Bryant says he enacted his province’s
controversial 2005 pit bull ban on principle: He was confident it would pay off in improved public safety and dramatically fewer dog
euthanasias (it did, as all such bans do).
The ban was international news. Bryant was vilified, threatened with violence and compared to Hitler on Facebook. (I sympathize; I
also field Nazi tropes when I write about pit bulls.) Bryant writes: “The decision actually changed my political life. For years
afterwards … the average person knew me as the guy who banned pit bulls.” What buoyed his spirits was grass-roots support. A poll
reported the pit bull ban was the most popular public event in Canada since Newfoundland premier Brian Tobin’s public spat with
foreign fishing trawlers.
It seems that when consulted, ordinary people would rather “offend” pit bulls than expose their children and pets to heightened risk.
For example, Miami-Dade County recently endured a relentless PBAM onslaught in a referendum bid to repeal its 23-year-old pit
bull ban. The pro-ban population did little politicking. But PBAM spent a fortune on publicity, marshalling support from celebrity
athletes and wooing compliant local media. It was quite a shock to them when their noisy repeal campaign was shot down in flames
63-37%.
According to longtime Animal People editor Merritt Clifton, pit bulls and Rottweilers are 11 times more likely to attack another animal
or human than the average dog. Pit bulls have represented half the total actuarial risk for injury since 1982. Add in Rottweilers, he
says, and it is 75% of total actuarial risk. Since 1851, Clifton notes, in any given 10-year period, pit bulls alone have accounted for
more than half of all fatal dog attacks in the U.S. and Canada, even though for most of that time they represented less than 1% of the
dog population (about 3% today).
The “domestic dog” is a species. But all dog breeds are artificial constructs. Since they were invented 200 years ago, pit bulls have
never been bred for anything but blood “sport,” including hunting and savaging slaves. Their sole raison d’être is causing animal and
human suffering. And therefore, those who are drawn to pit bulls above all other 400-plus breeds – apart from those naive souls who
have been duped, and plenty have — are morally bound to interrogate their motivation in fetishizing this canine anomaly.
It follows that those politicians charged with protecting the public, who see the numbers rising in pit bull ownership with a
concomitant rise in animal and human suffering, are morally bound to ignore anecdotal sentimentality and trickle-down political
correctness alike in the creation of responsible dog laws.
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Animals have been engineered for a number of different tasks. "The dogs of war," is not just a figure of speech. They had a job to
do.
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The question is why is it so important for some people to have these dogs in the first place. Unless you are an expert in dog training,
breeding and handling aggressive behavior; and take every step to ensure that the public AND family members are not in harms way; then
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breeding and handling aggressive behavior; and take every step to ensure that the public AND family members are not in harms way; then
you have no business keeping one of these dogs. It is their size and strength combined with their genetic makeup that makes them more
dangerous than your average biter.
These strong, brawny, aggressive dogs are attractive to people who use them as an extension of their own ego. Most people are not
equipped to handle these animals and shouldn't have them soft-peddled as acceptable and unjustly maligned pets for everyone. Children in
particular are susceptible. Ask yourself, why so many of them are mauled on the head and neck. A dog obedience class does not an expert
make! And there are very few Cesar Millans out there. So don't kid yourself or anyone else for that matter.
Yes, by all means educate yourself on aggression, genetics and canine behavior. You can start with Ian Dunbar's bite aggression scale or
attend any of his seminars. Anyone who has done so; will not whitewash pit bull aggression..
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This ego thing is an absolutely ridiculous argument. Almost speaks of some kind of envy.
I had some kind of mixed breed pound rescue which undeniably had a lot of pitbull in her. She was the most incredibly vibrant, loving
dog ever. Right out of the cage. She took to my 7 year old son immediately. Later she took to my less than 1 yo grand-daughter
immediately. Attempted to be nurse-maid when I have been injured.
That said, I'd have no question that she would have, if necessary, put herself in harm's way for her family.
Bichons for everyone? Nope.
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I've seen more than my fair share of people in obedience classes who are all about having a tough dog as part of their
public image. I've also had a mixed breed pit mix from the shelter that threatened my german shepherd when he went to the water
dish. That dog was returned.
.
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If it was not for humans, it would not be a 'breed'. Normally we require training and regulation regarding handling and storage of
weapons. Their jaws are weapons. Benefits of being at the top of the food chain means we can easily pursue a cull.
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We're not at the "top of the food chain". Great white sharks, tigers, sperm whales and other apex predators are.
We might be intelligent, and therefore capable of culling others, but that doesn't mean that we are top carnivores ourselves.
Should we really be concerned about a few dog bites? Regrettable, yes, but I don't think the solution is to mass euthanize animals, even
if people or pets are killed.
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Thank you for your cogent and well researched article. It is a fact these dogs were bred to be vicious and, sadly, political correctness
seems to have prevailed in Edmonton over common sense and the evidence!
From what I saw before the ban in Ontario the people who owned such dogs were basically the insecure-with-their-manhood types. These
people choose a pit-bull specifically for its ferocious reputation to compensate for whatever insecurities they have.
Considering these dogs are basically living weapons I'd feel justified in carrying a knife or bear spray whenever I went for a walk in an area
with pit-bulls. Take a look at pictures of dog bite victims and you'd do the same. Also check out a website debunking the myths about pit bulls:
http://www.dogsbite.org/danger...
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Maybe the Liberals will start a Pit Bull registry.
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A dogsbite registry was suggested by all the experts who testified against breed bans at the committee meetings as well
as all the inquiry recommendations suggested of 2 Canadian fatal dog attacks. Please visit the Dog Legislation Council of Canada
website for the results of the inquires and see for yourself that all recommendations from the inquires were virtually ignored by the
Liberals. Not once were breed bans mentioned.
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After Michael I run over cyclists Bryant goes for the Liberal leadership
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Superb writing and spot on facts. Thank you Barbara Kay. It would be so grand if politicans would stop and consider that allowing the
collective and Loud voices of the WORLD WIDE pitbull network to dictate local laws makes as much sense as allowing all the Spanish
speaking persons of the WORLD to dictate that all the locals start eating Habanero peppers. Or maybe we should have the have all the World
Wide scientologists believers dictate what the locals religions should be? This sounds irrational and it is and bowing down to NON Local
voices again and again just because they make a lot of noise is ludicrous. Pitbull advocates made a hurricane of noise in Miami Dade Florida
recently to try to over turn the areas decade long ban on pitbulls. Loud pitbull advocates from around the world came into the area and
chanted, walked, wrote letters, sent emails, staged rallies, and brought in big name sports stars and reality t.v. stars. Crowds of pitbull
advocates and supporters filled the country meetings on the subect. Then The Locals voted down the ballot provision that would of
overturned the ban stomping the pitbull advocates by over a two to one margin. The lesson for politicans? Ask for ID at these meetings and
do not listen to all the pitbull advocates that do not live in your area.They have been known to use telephone books and google to
misrepresent themselves. The local voters are quiet and don't show up to fight with pitbull advocates in big numbers but they will show up and
vote to ban pitbulls and show the polticians that respect for human life and safety is what local voters have wanted alll along.
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Barbara Kay, you are a brilliant wordsmith. Rather, and idea smith.
"It seems that when consulted, ordinary people would rather “offend” pit bulls than expose their children and pets to heightened risk."
"(Pit bulls') sole raison d’être is causing animal and human suffering. And therefore, those who are drawn to pit bulls above all other 400-plus
breeds – apart from those naive souls who have been duped, and plenty have — are morally bound to interrogate their motivation in
fetishizing this canine anomaly."
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Put irresponsible owners in jail and stop pretending that breed bans will eliminate dangerous weapons.
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I can't even begin to explain how disgusting this entire article is. Educate yourself. Meet a pit bull. They are the sweetest and most
obedient dogs I have ever encountered. I'm sorry if you've had bad experiences, but then again I've had bad experiences with all the dumb
old prejudiced white women I've met and I'm not trying to ban you from cities--even though you very well should be.
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On the other hand, they constitute a tiny minority of the dog population but cause a huge percentage of dog attacks.
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Dumb old white women? So breeding matters in your opinion?
Like most of the Pit Bull owners I've seen you're clearly not the most punishingly intellectual person around. Go back to your RV and try
reading about statistics and probability.
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"Meet a pit bull. They are the sweetest and most obedient dogs i have ever encountered."
.
Hmmm, that argument sounds so familiar. Where have I heard it before?
.
Oh, that's it! Whenever we interview the acquaintenances of recently charged serial killers. "No! That's not possible! S/he was such a
NICE person! Couldn't hurt a fly. You must have charged the wrong person, because the person *I* know is SO nice."
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Barbara Kay has based her entire article on misinformation compiled from fear and ignorance. A one-sided view such as this tells us
only one thing.... that staying informed and open-minded is far too much work for lazy scaremongers who never bother to learn anything
about the real truths of the matter !!
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So prove her description of the breed wrong. Links to articles? Statistics? Please enlighten us.
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Are these the friendly, loving dogs we are talking about?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
What does it take to break people out of their denial?
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Ms Kay are you a "bonified" card carring member of the BSL Lobby group as it sure sounds like you have been spoon fed ALL your
material from them. It is a sneaky article you have written indicating that those against banning breeds of dogs privately are for it. PBAM well
funded? Bullcrap. Ms Kay my bet is you have never been inside of a shelter or volunteered even one day at either a rescue organization or a
local humane society. Had you to do so YOU would not be trying so hard to foster hatred and fear of certain types of dogs based on
appearance. I hope the Post will now allow a opinion piece based on real facts. Oh and you MIGHT want to look up Canadian Fatal Dog
Attacks. YOU can do so by going to the National Canine Research Council website. Then look up dog bites. Hopefully after, you will apologize
for misleading the public on the bogus stats given to you by your dogsbite friends.
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https://www.facebook.com/pages...
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will banning of a breed stop bites...? Doubt it, following your logic, anything over 5 lbs should be banned...
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including loud children/
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Looks like Barbara is trolling in different alias's on here, she can't stop writing about this subject, as though anyone hasn't read
articles on other subjects and realized she has dementia.
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Dog gone!
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